
This update summarizes OED’s compliance with the promises it made in the Flores de Vega settlement 
agreement. Because OED reports data for each month only after the month is complete, the reports are 
backward looking; for example, this October report primarily summarizes data from OED’s performance 
in September. You can review all settlement reports produced by OED on the reports section of its 
website (scroll down past “Current Unemployment Insurance (UI) Reports” to the section headed 
“Settlement Reports”).  

Monthly Settlement Update – October 2021: 

• OED is still not in full compliance with the settlement Agreement. However, once again, we saw 
big improvements this month compared to last month.  
 

o In September, OED was almost (but not quite) timely on issuance of first payments. OED 
issued 86% of first payments in August within 21 days (3 weeks). The settlement 
requires OED to issue 87% of first payments within 21 days. OED hit the 87% target at 28 
days (4 weeks). 
 

o In September, OED was also almost (but not quite) timely on adjudication. The 
settlement requires OED to complete 80% of adjudications within 21 days. In 
September, OED completed 79% of adjudications within 21 days. OED hit the 80% target 
at 28 days (4 weeks).   

 
• The settlement requires OED to report on how many people started getting benefits, but have 

their benefits “suspended” (stopped) for more than 4 weeks. At least 5,556 Oregonians 
appeared on the October 12 “Claims in Suspense” report, which means they had been waiting at 
least 4 weeks for a decision on one or more weeks of benefits. This is an improvement over the 
September report, which listed at least 6,173 Oregonians with claims in suspense.  
 

• OED’s application processing times (the first phase of application) continue to be dramatically 
improved and OED is meeting the settlement timeliness target for processing both Regular UI 
and PUA claims. 

https://www.oregon.gov/EMPLOY/Agency/Pages/UI-Reports.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/EMPLOY/Agency/Pages/UI-Reports.aspx

